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THE CLASSIFICATION OF EXTENSIONS OF C*-ALGEBRAS 
BY JONATHAN ROSENBERG1 AND CLAUDE SCHOCHET1 

1. G. G. Kasparov [9] recently showed how to construct a commutative semi
group Ext(Ay B) out of "stable equivalence classes" of C*-algebra extensions of 
the form 

(1.1) 0->B®K-+E-*A-+09 

where K = K(H) denotes the compact operators on a separable infinite-dimension
al Hubert space H. The addition operation comes from associating to (1.1) its 
"Busby invariant" [4, Theorem 4.3] A —• Q(B)9 where (1(B) denotes the outer 
multiplier algebra of B ® K, and then using an injection of (1(B) ® (1(B) into 
(1(B). If A is nuclear and B has a countable approximate unit, Ext(Ay B) is 
actually a group. The identity of the group corresponds to those extensions r 
which are "stably split" (i.e., such that r + r is split—see [4, Proposition 5.3] — 
for some split extension r'). 

Study of groups which classify extensions of the form (1.1) was initiated 
by Brown, Douglas, and Fillmore (BDF) [3] in the case B = C, the complex 
numbers. They showed that when A = C(X)9 X a compact metric space, then 
unitary equivalence classes of unital "essential" extensions of the form (1.1) form 
a group Ext (A). Furthermore, Ext (_) generates a homology theory on 
compact metric spaces which satisfies Bott periodicity and other useful conditions. 
L. G. Brown [1] also proved the following Universal Coefficient Theorem (UCT): 
there is a natural short exact sequence 

(1.2) o - > Ext(K°(X), Z) -*Ext(C(X)) -^ H o m ^ T ) , Z) - * 0. 

Here Ext and Horn denote Ext^ and Homz, and K* is (complex) ^-theory for 
compact spaces. Kahn, Kaminker, and Schochet [8] identified Ext(C(X)) for 
finite-dimensional compact metric spaces X with the "Steenrod A'-homology" of 
X and reproved (1.2) in this case. 

Our objective in this note is to outline a number of results concerning the 
Kasparov groups Ext(A, B) which are analogous to known information about 
the BDF theory. These results enable one to compute the groups with relatively 
mild restrictions on the C *-algebras A and B. This in turn should make it possible 
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to analyze the way in which a wide variety of C*-algebra extensions are put to
gether, at least stably. 

Our results were motivated by work of Brown (largely unpublished, but 
see [2] ) extending the BDF results to the case where A is no longer commuta
tive or necessarily unital (but still B = C). In this case Ext(A) is a group, by 
results of Voiculescu, Choi-Effros, and Arveson, provided that A is nuclear, and 
homotopy-invariance holds for a large subclass of such A by work of Salinas 
and Pimsner-Popa-Voiculescu (PPV); see [6] for a detailed exposition. 

2. Our first result concerns the relationship between Kasparov's Ext(A, B) 
for B abelian and certain other groups (unfortunately also denoted Ext, hence 
written here as Ex^P P V) defined by PPV in [11] in a similar way from exten
sions of the form (1.1), but only using unital "homogeneous" extensions with 
B = C(X), X a finite-dimensional compact metric. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let Y be a locally compact subset of some Euclidean space, 
and let Y = Y U {+} be its one-point compactification. Let A be a separable 
C*-algebra, and A + the algebra with unit adjoined. Then there is a natural iso
morphism 

Ex£Y>j>v(Y
+, + ;A + )~Ex£(A,C0(Y)). 

COROLLARY 2.2. Let X and Y be locally compact subsets of Euclidean 
spaces. Then 

Ex£(C0(X), C0(Y)) a K°(Y+ A F(X+)), 

where F(X+) is the function spectrum of X+ and K* denotes reduced repre-
sentable K-theory. 

This follows from Theorem 2.1 and Schochet's calculation [12] of the 
PPV groups. Kasparov [9, Theorem 5] proved (2.2) when X+ and 7 + are finite 
CW-complexes. 

Theorem 2.1 is not surprising for Y compact, but was a surprise (to us, at 
least) in the noncompact case. The essence of the proof of (2.1) is to show (for 
Y noncompact) that each map A •—» Q(C0(Y)) is equivalent to one which 
"vanishes at infinity". For example, a certain quotient of the group C*-algebra 
of the Heisenberg group, although shown by Voiculescu [14] to be nonsplit, is 
stably split by (2.2). 

3. The following starting-point for computation of the Kasparov groups 
was obtained independently at about the same time by J. Cuntz [5]. (K% de
notes the Banach-algebra j£-groups.) 
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THEOREM 3.1 (CF. [9, THEOREM 5]). Let B be any C*-algebra. Then there 
are natural isomorphisms 

Ext (C, B) a Kt (B) and Ext (C0(R), B) a K0(B). 

The proof follows routinely from the direct construction of a unitary ele
ment in Q(B) w n o s e c^ass m Kt(Q(B)) maps onto the class in K0(B) of any 
given projection in B ® K. 

Our remaining results depend on deeper properties of the Kasparov groups. 
Let Extx = Ext, ExtçiA, B) = Ext(A <8> C0(R), B). Henceforth assume that 
A and B are separable and A is nuclear. Extq(A) = Extq(A, C) (q - 0, 1) are 
the (weak) BDF groups. 

THEOREM 3.2 (KASPAROV [9]). Ext*(A, B) is a homotopy-invariant bi-
functor, covariant in By contravariant in A, satisfying Bott periodicity, stability, 
and exactness axioms in each variable. 

Let 0 denote the c0-direct sum or "restricted direct product". The follow
ing analogue of the "infinite wedge axiom" in topology is similar to [3, Theo
rem 2.5]. 

THEOREM 3.3. For any separable nuclear C*-algebras At,A2>A3i . . . , 
there is a natural isomorphism 

Ext J © An, B)~fl Ext JAn9 B). 

COROLLARY 3.4 (CF. MILNOR [10], BROWN [2]). Suppose that A -
lim A n with A n nuclear. Then there is a natural short exact sequence 

0 - > lim1 Ext^{An, B) - > Ext (4, B) - * hm Ext (An, B) - * 0. 

4. THEOREM 4.1 (KÜNNETH THEOREM;CF. [12,THEOREM 3]). Suppose 
that A is an inductive limit of Type J C *-algebras. Then the natural pairing 

a: Ext(A)®K0(B)-> Ext(AtB) 

obtained from the obvious map (1(C) ®mïnB —• Q(B) induces exact sequences 
(P e Z/2) 

0 - > © Extq(A)®Kq+p(B)^ ExtpQi.B) 

~> 0 T o r ( E ^ + 1 ( 4 ) , ^ + p ( / ? ) ) - ^ 0 
(jfGZ/2 H H H 

which are natural with respect to A and B. 
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PROOF (SKETCH). First suppose that B is fixed with K%(B) free. Then 
(4.1) reduces to showing that a is an isomorphism. Using Theorem 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.4, it is easy to see that 

(a) if A = lim^ An and (4.1) holds for all (An, B), then it holds for 
(A, B) and 

(b) if A contains a closed ideal / and (4.1) holds for (/, B) and (A/J, B), 
then it holds for (A, B). 
Using structure theory for Type I C*-algebras, one reduces to the case A commutative, 
with, in fact, A a finite complex. Then a is a natural transformation of homology 
theories (on finite complexes) which is an isomorphism for 1-point spaces by (3.1), 
hence a is an isomorphism (by a spectral sequence argument). 

The general case (with KJJS) arbitrary) is handled by the technique of a 
geometric projective resolution for K*(B) [13]. 

THEOREM 4.2 (UCT). Suppose that A is an inductive limit of Type I C*-
algebras. Then the natural map 

y: Ext (A, B) - * 0 Hom(K(A), KQ+1(B)) 
qGZ/2 H q 

obtained from the connecting homomorphisms in the K-theory long exact se
quence induces exact sequences (p G Z/2) 

0 - * 0 Ext(Kq+1(A\Kq + p(B))-*Extp(A,B) 

- ^ 0 Hom(Kq(A)9Kq+p(fi))^0 
<7<EZ/2 q q P 

which are natural in A and B. 

COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that A is an inductive limit of Type I C*-alge
bras. Then there is a natural short exact sequence 

0 - * Ext (K0(A), Z) - + Ext (A) - ^ KomQC^A), Z) -> 0. 

PROOF. Set B = C, p = 1 in (4.2). 

Corollary 4.3 was established by Brown (unpublished) several years ago. 
Our attempt to understand his result and to give a more transparent proof led to 
some of our work on (4.2). If A and B are commutative then (4.2) may be 
approached via (2.2) and methods of algebraic topology). D. Handelman [7] 
proved (4.2) when A and B are AF algebras (at least with B simple) and 
p = 1; the UCT simplifies in this case since KX(A) = KX(B) = 0. J. Cuntz [5] 
established (4.2) in the case where A is an "0-algebra" associated with a Markov 
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chain and p = 1. Since such algebras are not inductive limits of Type I C -alge
bras, it seems that (4.1) and (4.2) ought to hold under weaker hypotheses on A, 
perhaps for all nuclear C*-algebras. 

PROOF OF (4.2) (SKETCH). First suppose that B is fixed with K%(B) 
divisible. Then (4.2) amounts to showing that y is an isomorphism, and the situ
ation is handled as in the proof of the Künneth theorem. The general case (with 
K#(B) arbitrary) is handled by building a geometric injective resolution of K*(B). 

The UCT has the following simple interpretation. Suppose r is an exten
sion of the form (1.1) with A and B satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. 
Form the six-term i^-theory exact sequence of (1.1). Suppose that (a) the 
boundary homomorphisms are zero and that (b) the two resulting short exact se
quences of abelian groups split. Then r is a stably split extension. 

We would like to thank Larry Brown and Ed Effros for helpful conversa
tions. We are particularly indebted to Brown for sharing with us some of his un
published calculations and ideas. 

ADDED IN PROOF. Since this was written, T. Fack and G. Skandalis 
have proved an analogue of A. Connes' Thorn isomorphism theorem for the 
Kasparov groups. This makes it possible to enlarge the category of algebras 
in (4.1) and (4.2) to include crossed products by R and Z. 
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